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2 case studies: 2 lime avenues 

abbey entrance chapel entrance 



Entrance avenue Tongerlo abbey 

Abbey founded in 1130, Westerlo, Antwerp province 
Entrance avenue planted in 1676-1677 
32 (34) Dutch or European lime trees (Tilia x europaea) 
20 original trees still present 
Well-documented avenue during 19th-20th century 

Descriptions 
Photographs/postcards 

 
 



Tongerlo abbey 

founded 1130 
Entrance avenue planted in 1676-1677 
32 Dutch lime trees (Tilia x europaea) 
Well-documented during 19th-20th centuries 

Descriptions 
Photographs/postcards 
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Tongerlo abbey avenue: 
genetic research 

Leaf sampling (DNA – AFLP markers) 
20 original trees - 1 + 1 

 
Research questions: 

Genetic similarity between old avenue trees? 
Grafted or not? 

 
 



Tongerlo abbey avenue: 
genetic research 

Leaf sampling (DNA – AFLP markers) 
20 original trees - 1 + 1 

 
Research questions: 

Genetic similarity to 
other ancient limes in Belgium/Netherlands? 
current commercial stock? 

 
 



Tongerlo abbey avenue: 
genetic research: results 

20 original trees: same clonal group (18 identical + 2 similar) 
Original avenue trees: not grafted (n = 6) 
High similarity with: 

Several younger lime trees on abbey grounds 
 

 



Tongerlo abbey avenue: 
genetic research: results 

20 original trees: same clonal group (18 identical + 2 similar) 
Original avenue trees: not grafted (n = 6) 
High similarity with: 

Several younger lime trees on abbey grounds 
Village tree of Westerlo 
Other old limes in BE/NL: Sambeek, Tilburg 

 
 



Tongerlo abbey avenue: 
genetic research: results 

20 original trees: differ from 
12 younger trees in avenue 
Current commercial stock of Tilia x europaea: mostly cv. 
‘Pallida’ 

 



Tongerlo abbey 
avenue: 
point of 
discussion 1 

Particular tree: original? 
Smaller girth 

Same clonal group! 
What happened? 
Abbey archives! 
 



Tongerlo abbey 
avenue: 
genetic research: 
discussion 1 

Special tree: original? 
Genetic: yes! 
Archives: how! 
 

Circa 1900 



Tongerlo abbey 
avenue: 
genetic research: 
discussion 1 

Special tree: original? 
Genetic: yes! 
Archives: how! 
 

Before 1908 



Tongerlo abbey 
avenue: 
genetic research: 
discussion 1 

Special tree: original? 
Genetic: yes! 
Archives: how! 
 

Easter 1925 



Tongerlo abbey 
avenue: 
genetic research: 
discussion 1 

Special tree: original? 
Genetic: yes! 
Archives: how! 
 

Circa 1980 



Tongerlo abbey 
avenue: 
genetic research: 
discussion 1 

Special tree: original? 
Genetic: yes! 
Archives: how! 
 



Tongerlo abbey avenue: 
genetic research: discussion 2 

Village tree of Westerlo 
Same clonal group 
BUT: different leaves! 
Impact of (400 years of) pollarding 

 
 







Tongerlo abbey avenue: 
genetic research: discussion 3 

Current management of the avenue 
Retain old trees as long as possible 

Crown reduction 

Replace young trees by original genetic material (6 of 12) 
 

 
 

 



Tongerlo abbey avenue: 
genetic research: discussion 4 

Original material: old village tree in BE/NL? 
 
Trade/export of limes in 16th/17th century? 
 

 
 

 
 

 



Tongerlo abbey avenue: 
genetic research: discussion 4 

Original material: old village tree in BE/NL? 
 
Trade/export of limes in 16th/17th century? 

Evelyn, J., 1664, Sylva: 

“We send commonly for this tree into Flanders and Holland, 
to our excessive cost, whiles our own Woods do in some 
places spontaneously produce them (…), so as it is a 
shameful negligence, that we are no better provided of 
Nurseries of a Tree so choice and universally acceptable” 
 

 
 
 

 



Tongerlo abbey avenue: 
genetic research: discussion 4 

Original material: old village tree in BE/NL? 
 
Trade/export of limes in 16th/17th century? 

Evelyn, J., 1664, Sylva 
Bengtsson, R., 2004, The Malmvik Lime: 

“In 1618, the Swedish merchant Erik Larsson brought a 
small sapling of lime from the Netherlands to Sweden, 
transported in a tin box 1.5 ells (about 3 feet) in length and 
a few inches thick. (It was) planted in the courtyard of what 
is now known as Malmvik Manor, near Stockholm” 
 

 
 
 

 



Case study 2: lime avenue 
Sint-Katelijne-Waver chapel 

20 large-leaved limes (Tilia platyphyllos) 
Leading to a small 18th-century chapel 
Our Lady of the Fever 
 
Different scale! 
H 5m; C 90cm; distance in rows 2/3m 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 



Case study 2: lime avenue 
Sint-Katelijne-Waver 

20 broad-leaved limes (Tilia platyphyllos) 
Leading to a small chapel 
Different scale! 
H 5m; C 90cm; distance in rows … m 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 



Case study 2: lime avenue 
Sint-Katelijne-Waver chapel 

Management: danger? Ganoderma 
Small trees, so probably not old or valuable 
Photograph published in 1911! 
Age? Core samples of 4 trees (2 hollow) 
 

 
 

 
 

 



Case study 2: lime avenue 
Sint-Katelijne-Waver 

Results: °1888! 
Original trees in photographs 
Extremely slow growth, especially after 1945-1955 
Heritage value, trees are remained 
 

 
 

 
 

 



Case study 2: lime avenue 
Sint-Katelijne-Waver chapel 

Results: °1888! 
Original trees in photographs 
Extremely slow growth, especially after 1945-1955 
Trees now considered as a part of the heritage ensemble 
 

 
 

 
 

 



Estimating the age of heritage limes: 

Diameter, BUT… 
Site potential 
Dendrochronological research 

 
 

 
 

 



Estimating the age of heritage limes: 

Diameter, BUT… 
Site potential 
Dendrochronological research 
Management regime (pollarded or not) 
Old photographs/descriptions 
Location history (abbey, chapel,…) 
Genetic research 
… 

 
 

 
 

 


